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The electrical properties, spectral dependence of

photoconductivity, ESR and IR absorption spectra of a- Si0:80
Ge0:20:H films, and a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H-based solar cell structures

of the p � i � n junction and Pt/ a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H Schottky-

barrier types are examined. The results of studies show that the

a-Si1�xGex:H (x � 0.20) material is thermodynamically stable

and is important for manufacturing the solar energy converters.

Solar cells with the energy conversion efficiency of 5.9 and 4.2%

for p � i � n and Pt/ a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H structures, respectively,

have been obtained.

1. Introduction

At present, hydrogenated films of a-Si1�x:H,

a-Si1�xNx:H, a-Si1�xCx:H, a-Ge1�xCx:H, a-Si1�xOx:H,

and a-Si1�xGex:H solid solutions are extensively studied.

Amorphous silicon is gradually degraded by the exposure

to light through the Staebler�Wronski effect and the

hydrogen passivation, and the alloying with germanium

can reduce (with the germanium content which does

not exceed 20 mole%, x �0.20) both the presence of

high-density localized states in the energy gap and the

film band gap itself and hence further improve the

light absorption and stabilized efficiency [1�8]. At the

same time, the investigations of the H�Si and H�Ge

bond concentrations by ESR and IR absorption methods

display that hydrogen passivating properties in a-Ge

far worse than those in a-Si. Therefore, on a whole,

the a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H film photoefficiency turns out to be

somewhat lower than that of a-Si:H [5].

In this work, the electrical properties, spectral

dependence of the photoconductivity, ESR and IR

absorption spectra of a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H films and

a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H-based solar cell structures of the

p � i � n junction and Pt/ a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H Schottky-

barrier types are examined. Solar cells with energy

conversion efficiencies of 5.9 and 4.2% for p � i � n

and Pt/ a-Si0:80Ge0:20: structures, respectively, in the

90 mW/cm2-sunlight have been obtained.

2. Experiment

a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H thin films of 0.8�m in thickness were

fabricated by the plasmochemical deposition method

at a substrate temperature of 200 ÆC. The rate of

deposition of the material on the substrate was 3 �A/s,

and the distance between the target and the substrate

L � 25 cm. The growing of a film was carried out

for about 1 h. The electric field strength upon the

measurements of the electrical properties of films did

not exceed 104 V/cm. In the measurements of the

temperature dependence of the electrical properties,

an aluminum�chrome thermocouple was used. The

thickness of the a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H films was determined

by the optical method under conditions of a rise

of transport phenomena. The hydrogen concentration

in the films was calculated by the effusion method

and with the use of absorption spectra, and its

value amounted to 1.7�17.3 at.%. The deposition

process was executed at various partial pressures in a

hydrogeneous plasmic medium that had been obtained

by means of a permanent magnet, magnetron, and

a RF field. Si0:80Ge0:20 crystalline alloy plates 60�63

mm in diameter served as a target. The amorphism

of films was checked by electrographic methods. As

a substrate, crystalline Si for IR (radio frequency)

measurements and an aluminum foil for ESR (electron

spin resonance) measurements were used. The ESR and

IR measurements were performed with JEOL PE 3X

and IR-29 spectrometers at a temperature of 80 K.

Parameters of the ESR spectrum and the concentration

of paramagnetic centers were determined by the M2+
n

pattern in the MgO lattice. Upon the film fabrication,

the RF frequency was 230 MHz (a power was 50 W).

The relative error upon the determination of the

hydrogen concentration was 10�12 at.%. For thin-

film solar cells in the visible range of the absorption

spectrum, the condition �d �1 was valid, where d is

the thickness of the active layer, and the absorption

coefficient was � = 8 � 104 cm�1 for a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H

films.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the dark conductivity �(T ) as

a function of 1/T for a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H films ([H]=1.7 (1), 3.9 (2),

7.1 (3), 12.1 (4), 17.3 (5) at.%)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electrical properties of the a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H

solid solution thin films

The measurements showed that the conductivity �(T )
as a function of temperature has two regions. Over

the range 250�350 K, the conductivity is given by the

formula

�(T ) = �0 exp(��E=kT ); (1)

where �0 is the pre-exponential factor which varies

within the limits of 8.91�10�2�5:62� 10�5 Om�1cm�1

and is determined by the curve slope (Fig. 1). �E for

electrons takes the form �E = EC �EF, where EC and

EF are, respectively, energy levels in the conduction and

valence bands. At T �250 K, the conductivity is dictated

by the hopping character, to which the linear relation

lg(�T 1=2) against T�1=4 testifies.

For low-temperature regions, the curves are fitted

with the relation [9]

� = �1=T
1=2 exp[�(T0=T )

1=4]; (2)

where

�1 = e2a2phN("F); (3)

and

T0 = (��3)=(kN("F)): (4)

Here, e is the electron charge, a is the interatomic

distance (whose typical value equals 2 �A), ph is the

phonon frequency (�1013s�1) at the Debye temperature,

� is a parameter of the electron wave function damping

in a localized state, ��1 is, accordingly, the radius

of the localized wave functions of electrons (for the

hydrogen concentration 1.7�17.3 at.%, its value equals

7�10.3 �A), � is a dimensionless constant (�18.1), and

N("F) is the state distribution near the Fermi level,

N("F) = 1019�8�1017 cm�3eV�1. The N("F) parameter
is determined by substituting the interatomic distance,

a; in Eqs.(2) and (3) for the average length, R [10]. Then

using a relation from [10, 11] at 100 K, the hopping

length, R; can be computed with the formula

R = [9=8��N("F)kT ]
1=4: (5)

Accordingly, for the hopping energy, E; one finds

E = 2=3�RkT = (T0=3�
1=4)T 3=4: (6)

This gives R = 31:27 � 51:46 �A and E = (0:029 �
0:072)T 3=4 eV.

The study of the films after the  irradiation

induced by a source with a radiation dose of 1017�1018

phot/cm2 has shown that  quanta passing through an a-

Si0:80Ge0:20:H film do not produce new ruptured bonds.

3.2. Spectral dependence of the photoconductivity

The measurements of photoconductivity were performed

in the photon energy range from 1.0 to 2.8 eV, and the

optical excitation a halogen lamp with appropriate filters

was used. Variations in the photocurrent over the range

was computed by the formula [9, 12]

iph = (eN0��=tt) exp(��d); (7)

where N0 is the number of photons per second, d is

the film thickness, � is the quantum yield, � is the

recombination lifetime, tt is the transmission time of

charge carriers, tt = d=E�D = d2=V �D, where �D
is the drift mobility or the charge mobility under the

effect of the E-field at room temperature, V is the

applied voltage, and � is the generation efficiency which

is determined by the number of formed electron-hole

pairs under the absorption of a photon (in the given

case, � �1). The recombination lifetime, � , and the

transmission time of charge carriers, tt, were determined

with the help of an electron oscillograph, respectively, by

the rectangular and exponential parts of the current
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the photoconductivity on the photon energy

in a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H films. Notations are the same as in Fig. 1

signal arising after the illumination of a film with a

light pulse. We have found that, with a change of

the hydrogen concentration, [H], the parameter ���

varies between 10�7 and 10�5 cm�2B�1: The optical

absorption coefficient, �, in all films was as great as

8�104 cm�1.

On the basis of the data derived, it is presupposed

that the photocurrent over the photon energy range from

1.0 to 2.8 eV linearly depends on the light intensity,

and the particle recombination occurs from deeper

recombination centers and obeys the law

iph = AF  ; (8)

where =0.9 [9]. The photon flux density F at

all wavelengths was equal to 5�1012 cm�2s�1. To

determine A; we used the weak-absorption spectrum

regions, where the product ���D is independent of the

photon energy. For specimens with the photon energy of

2.3�2.8 eV in the weak-absorption spectrum region, it

may be assumed that iph=eN0(1�R) � �d��=tt.

The electron transport in the films is given by the

field effect method by the Spear model [9]. Fig. 2 presents

the dependence of photoresponses of the film at room

temperature as a function of the photon energy at

different hydrogen concentrations.

It is seen from Fig. 2 that the electron generation

efficiency does not change with a change in the hydrogen

concentration. Hence, the quantum yields, �, remain

constant in the films fabricated by the indicated method

at the hydrogen concentration from 1.7 to 17.3 at.%. It

is also seen that, near the photon energy of 2.3 eV, all

curves intersect each other and approximate 1 with a

rise in the photon energy, which is connected with a rise

in the electron generation efficiency in the material.

Fig. 3. ESR spectra taken at 80 K on a- Si0:80Ge0:20:H films

([H]=17.3 at.%)

Depending on the hydrogen concentration the border

of photoconductivity is located within the photon energy

limits from 1 to 1.5 eV, and the displacement of the

border is associated with increasing of the gap width,

Ec � Ev , and the Fermi level excitation (that displaces

as the H concentration changes).

The plateau in Fig. 2 for all studied specimens

over the photon energy range from 1.6 to 2.1 eV is

interpreted as a consequence of the maximum of the

density of states, Ey , and the posterior growth of the

photoconductivity is due to transitions from one band

to another one.

On the basis of these results, we may assert that

 stays constant with a change of the hydrogen

concentration.

3.3. ESR and IR absorption spectra of

a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H solid solution films

The ESR spectra of a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H (with [H]=17 at.%)

at 80 K were asymmetric in form, inasmuch as they

were composed of two components corresponding to

the dangling bonds of Si and Ge, respectively (Fig. 3).

At the same time, the observed signal was not a

simple superposition of two signals (for Si and for Ge),

since they violently interacted with each other and the

resulting signal in the intervening interval aimed to take

the form of a single line. For this reason, the observed

spectrum on its left and on its right can be depicted as a

superposition of two signals: one signal with the g factor

equal to 2.004�2.006 and the linewidth of 51�65 G and

the second one with the g factor equal to 2.018�2.022

and the linewidth of 73�86 G relating to the silicon and

germanium dangling bonds, respectively. In this way, we

can evaluate the densities of Si and Ge dagling bonds
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the p � i � n junction solar cell

structure on the base of a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H ([H]=17.3 at.%)

taken separately. But, in accordance with the

computation of molecular orbitals in a-Si1�xGex:H, the

presence of atoms adjacent to the orbitals almost does

not alter the g-value of ESR-signals from both Si and

Ge dangling bonds [8]. By analyzing the IR absorption

spectrum determined by the numbers of Si�H and

Ge�H bonds, we found that the number of the dangling

bonds of Ge is 8�10 times larger than that of Si [10].

It is proved that H atoms in a-Si1�xGex:H films are

mainly bound to Si atoms. This fact is also confirmed by

ESR investigations. The ESR investigations in a-Si1�x
Gex:H amorphous films with x=10 at.% Si ([H]=23

at.%) fabricated by the vacuum evaporation and the

plasmochemical deposition have shown that the band

gap set up by strongly localized centers is of the order of

1020�1019 cm�3eV�1 [11, 13]. The localized centers are

paramagnetic, and they define probably the dependence

of electrophysical properties of the material, �(T ) vs.

T �1=4, in the low-temperature range. Hence, in a-

Si0;80Ge0;20:H films, we can find the paramagnetic center

concentration

Ns = �N("F)kT (9)

by the signal intensity, which gives unambiguously a

value of the density of states provided that the effective

energy of correlation between two electrons in the band

gap, U; is much less than kT (U � kT ), N("F)
is the density of states near the Fermi level of the

order of 1016 cm�3eV�1, and � �3 [14]. In case of

U � kT , states lying below "F in U magnitude are

paramagnetic independent of temperature. The study of

the influence of -radiation on properties of amorphous

hydrogenated a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H enables one to get the

valuable information on defects in the material. Under -

irradiation from a source with a radiation dose of 1017�

1018 photon/cm2, the investigation has revealed that

quanta do not produce torn bonds by passing through

the a-Si0:80 Ge0:20:H film (as it would occur, e.g., under

the irradiation by visible light).

3.4. Solar cells on the basis of a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H

thin films

In this subsection, we consider some physical parameters

of solar cells of Pt-barriers formed on a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H

samples (with [H]=17.3 at.%) as well as the cell structure

in its simplest form, a single sequence of p� i�n layers.

In order to obtain the galvanomagnetic effect, the film

was illuminated by light of a power of �90 mW�cm2. For

utilizing the p�i�n structure, we chose a glass substrate

and the ITO coating of about 500 �A in thickness which

transmitted up to 80% of light. The i-layer was undoped,

and the optical absorption coefficient, �, reached the

value of 8�104cm�1 in the visible region of the spectrum

and satisfied the relation

�h! = B(h! �Eg)
2; (10)

where B was determined by extrapolation of the

dependence (�h!)1=2 on h! and came to 539

eV�1cm�1=2, and Eg is the band gap width equal to

1.72 eV. The value of �� for the i-layer amounted to

10�7 cm2B�1. In the given case, the generation efficiency

� �1. Thin p+ and n+ layers were 200�350 �A in

thickness and produced in the discharge of SiH4 having

contained �1% of B2H6 and PH3 (Fig. 4). The doping

levels of B2H6/ SiH4 and PH3/ SiH4 were � 10�4.
Since the resistivity of doped a-Si:H was � 102 Ohm�cm,
the ITO semitransparent conductive layer was used as

a contact electrode on the illumined side of the cell.

Furthermore, an Al layer was applied on the cell reverse

side. In this case, the maximal efficiency was as high as

5.9%, and the largest values of the short-circuit current

jsc, open-circuit voltage V1, and the curve fill factor �

were equal to 12.4 mA�cm2, 790 mV, 0.55, respectively.

Making use of the dependence jsc on V1 from the

expression

V1 = n0kT=q � ln(jsc=j0 + 1); (11)

we determined the diode quality factor n0 to be 1.6 under

illumination.

In a similar manner, solar cells of the Pt/ a-

Si0:80Ge0:20:H type were fabricated. A stainless steel

was chosen as the substrate, and the ZrO2 coating with

the light transmittance of �80% was used. In order to

improve the performance over time and run of the cell,

we deposited a thin 200-�A n+ layer, which was produced

from SiH4, on the substrate (Fig. 5). The parameters of
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the solar cell structure of the Pt/a-

Si0:80Ge0:20:H ([H]=17.3 at.%) of the Schottky barrier type

the active layer have been considered above. Using

the dark voltage-currwent characteristics, the saturation

current density is defined as [14]

j0 = q�cNcEs exp(�'B=kT ); (12)

where �c is the electron mobility in the conduction

band, from which one deduces the dependence �(T )
on 1=T , and equals 6 cm2/(V�s), NS is the effective

density of states in the conduction band (its value,

1021 cm�3, was taken from [11]), and Es = 104 V/cm.

Knowing the experimental value for j0 = 10�10 A/cm2,

we determined the barrier height 'B = 1:2 eV and

the diode quality factor n0 = 1:4 from the above-

presented relation. From the capacitance-voltage (C�V )

characteristics, we got 0.42 for the internal potential

value and � 3 �1017 cm�3 for the charge spatial density.

Then, using the relation [14]

WB = ("=2�q)1=2(V0=N)1=2 (13)

for the impoverished region width, we got WB = 0:35
�m. In Fig. 6, we present the current-voltage (I � V )

characteristics (curves 1 and 2) for a solar cell with the

Pt/ a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H and p � i � n structures after the

illumination by a 90-mW/cm2 light source. Using the

dependence jsc on V1, we got the diode quality factor n0

under illumination to be 1.52. From Fig. 6 (curve 1), we

determined that the maximal efficiency comes to 4.2%.

We also got that the largest values of the short-circuit

current, jsc, open-circuit voltage, V1, and the curve fill

factor, �, were equal to 11.2 mA/cm2, 650 mV, and

0.52, respectively. Fig. 7 presents the dependence of the

collection efficiency on a wavelength of light with the

falling photon flow of 1013 � 1014 cm2s�1 in the short-

circuit regime, computed by the data on the optical

Fig. 6. I � V characteristics for the solar cells under lightening

with P=90 mW/cm2 of the Schottky barrier type (1) and p�i�n

structure (2)

Fig. 7. Dependence of the collection coefficient on a wave length of

light for the solar cells of the Schottky barrier type (1) and p�i�n

structure (2)

absorption for a film 0.5 �m in thickness. When

computed, the photon flow is diminished by 80% to

accommodate the limited optical transmittance of the
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metallic film (curve 1). In the same way, the collection

efficiency for the p� i�n structure is shown as curve 2.

In the case of the photocurrent saturation, when

all carriers excited by light are collected in the short-

circuit regime, the measured collection efficiency does

not depend on the reverse displacement of the voltage.

A maximum of the collection efficiency corresponds to

the wavelength � �0.7 �m. A decrease of the collection

efficiency in the large wavelength range is explained, in

general, by the absorption coefficient reduction for the

active i-layer.

4. Conclusions

The results of the carried out studies makes it

possible to assert that the a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H material

is thermodynamically stable and is of importance for

manufacturing the solar energy converters.

The obtained results allow us to assert that,

for manufacturing the solar cells on the base of

a-Si0:80Ge0:20:H, we can use thin films with a

minimum concentration of paramagnetic centersNS , the

maximum hopping activation energy and the efficiency

of the generation of electron-hole pair carriers, � �1, and

with the optical absorption coefficient � in the visible

region of the spectrum. It has been shown that the solar

cells with the largest short-circuit photocurrent density,

jsc, open-circuit voltage, V1, and the curve fill factor in

cells, �, possess the best properties.

We emphasize that, for improving the quality of solar

cells, the development of new technological installations

and a further modification of properties of the active

i-layer should be realized, and new combinatorial

approaches to the optimization of devices must be

developed in order to reach the best compromise on the

thermodynamical stability, manufacturing cost, service

life, and conversion efficiency.
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ÏÅÐÅÒÂÎÐÞÂÀ×I ÑÎÍß×ÍÎ� ÅÍÅÐÃI� ÍÀ ÎCÍÎÂI

ÀÌÎÐÔÍÈÕ ÏËIÂÎÊ a-Si0;80Ge0;20:H

Á.À. Íàäæàôîâ

Ð å ç þ ì å

Äîñëiäæåíî åëåêòðè÷íi âëàñòèâîñòi, ñïåêòðàëüíó çàëåæíiñòü

ôîòîïðîâiäíîñòi, ÅÏÐ òà I×-ñïåêòðè ïîãëèíàííÿ â ïëiâêàõ a-

Si0;80Ge0;20:H, à òàêîæ ñòðóêòóðè ñîíÿ÷íèõ åëåìåíòiâ íà îñíîâi

p� i� n-ïåðåõîäó òà òèïó áàð'¹ðà Øîòòêi Pt/a-Si0;80Ge0;20 :H.

Çäîáóòi ðåçóëüòàòè ñâiä÷àòü, ùî ïëiâêè a-Si1�xGx:H ç x � 0; 20
¹ òåðìîäèíàìi÷íî ñòàáiëüíèìè i ðàäiàöiéíî ñòiéêèìè ìàòåðià-

ëàìè äëÿ âèãîòîâëåííÿ ñîíÿ÷íèõ åëåìåíòiâ. Îòðèìàíî ñîíÿ÷-

íi åëåìåíòè ç êîåôiöi¹íòîì êîðèñíî¨ äi¨ � = 5; 9 òà 4,2% äëÿ

ñòðóêòóð p� i� n òà òèïó áàð'¹ðà Øîòòêi Pt/a-Si0;80Ge0;20:H

âiäïîâiäíî.
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